Abstract-We present an enumerative technique for encoding and decoding dc-free runlength-limited sequences. This technique enables the encoding and decoding of sequences approaching the maxentropic performance bounds very closely in terms of code rate and low-frequency suppression capability. Use of finite-precision floating-point notation to express the weight coefficients results in channel encoders and decoders of moderate complexity. For channel constraints of practical interest, the hardware required for implementing such a quasi-maxentropic coding scheme consists mainly of a ROM of at most 5 kB.
in force. The quotient of rate and capacity is usually called the rate efficiency. Implemented DCRLL codes, for example, the EFM code [1] applied in the CD system or the codes designed for magnetic disk or tape drive applications described in [3] and [4] , often achieve rate efficiencies in the order of only 90%. The EFMPlus code [2] applied in the digital versatile disk (DVD) system has a rate efficiency of about 92.5%. In other words, many of the conventional DCRLL codes currently implemented can still be improved significantly in terms of code rate.
Enumerative coding techniques [5] make it possible to translate source words into codewords and vice versa by invoking an algorithmic procedure rather than performing the translation with a look-up table [6] . Code rates very close to capacity can be achieved by using enumerative coding and long codewords [6] . Severe error propagation resulting from the use of long codewords can be avoided by reversing the conventional hierarchy of outer error correcting code and inner modulation code [6] . Enumerative decoding is done by forming the weighted sum of the symbols of the codeword received [7] . The integervalued weights used in forming this sum are a function of the channel constraints in force. Encoding is done with the aid of a method that is similar to decimal-to-binary conversion in which the weights are used instead of the usual powers of 2. The hardware which implements an enumerative coding scheme mainly consists of a ROM to store the weight coefficients, a binary adder, and subtracter. In order to obtain a feasible ROM size, the weight coefficients can, without relevant losses in code rate, be expressed in finite-precision floating-point notation [6] .
The outline of the next sections is as follows. In Section II, we will introduce an efficient runlength graph representation of the DCRLL constraints. To enable the enumeration of the DCRLL sequences, knowledge of the number of distinct valid sequences is required. In Section III, we will derive these numbers from the underlying runlength graph. An enumerative technique for encoding and decoding DCRLL sequences will be introduced in Section IV. In Section V, we will discuss the effects of using finite-precision floating-point arithmetic on achievable code rates and on the size of the required weight set. In addition, the low-frequency suppression capabilities of selected enumerative DCRLL codes will be evaluated in computer simulations.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We will assume that binary user information with a bit rate of is translated into a coded channel sequence having the channel bit rate , where denotes the rate of the code. Let , 0090-6778/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE denote the coded channel sequence, representing the positive or negative magnetization of the recording medium, or pits or lands in the case of optical recording. The running digital sum (RDS) at time of the sequence is defined as
A sequence is dc-free if, and only if, the RDS assumes a finite number of values [8] . This number is called the digital sum variation (DSV), denoted by . We will start by confining ourselves to odd values of DSV, so . DCRLL constraints will be characterized by the three integer parameters . As a finite RDS implies a constraint on the maximum runlength, these parameters satisfy . RLL sequences are often encoded in two consecutive steps. In the first step, the binary user information bits are translated into a sequence , having at least and at most "zeros" (i.e., ) between consecutive "ones" (i.e., ). The sequence is often called a sequence or a runlength-limited sequence in nonreturn-to-zero-inverse (NRZI) format. Prior to the recording, the sequence is converted into the bipolar RLL channel sequence such that the logical "ones" in the sequence indicate the positions of a 1 1 or 1 1 transition of the corresponding RLL channel sequence. This conversion step is commonly called precoding. The sequence (2) would be converted, e.g., into the RLL channel sequence
Another representation of the sequence can be given as a sequence of runlengths , where . We define a "run" in the sequence as a logical "one" followed by a sequence of "zeros." The runlength sequence corresponding to the sequence in (2) would be . Kerpez et al. [9] introduced another sequence , defined by , where . The sequence corresponding to the sequence (2) would be . Let denote the RDS of the channel sequence after the th run in the corresponding sequence . The sequence corresponding to the RLL channel sequence (3) would be . Between and , we find the relation , and hence . As , we find for all (4) i.e., assumes a finite number of values (5) A compact description of the constraints by means of a "runlength graph" has been presented by Kerpez et al. [9] . The states of this graph are associated with values and the edges with runlengths. As an example, Fig. 1 depicts the runlength graph representing the constraint. Although not formally defined, we will denote the runlength graph underlying the DCRLL constraints by . The states of will be denoted by their values, where in the sequel . Note that the states of are related with RDS values. The sequences (2) and (3), for example, may emanate from state 0 and terminate in state 0 of the graph in Fig. 1 .
Associated with the runlength graph is an adjacency matrix denoted by ( -transform notation). The adjacency matrix associated with the runlength graph turns out to have a Hankel structure, i.e., it is constant on the antidiagonals [9] . As an example, we present the adjacency matrix associated with the runlength graph in Fig. 1 
IV. ENUMERATIVE ENCODING AND DECODING

A. Decoding
A general enumerative technique for encoding and decoding binary constrained sequences has been presented by Cover [5] . Let denote the set of binary sequences of length and let be any (constrained) subset of . We establish a 1-1 mapping from set onto the set of integers , where is the cardinality of (i.e., the number of distinct sequences in ). Set can be ordered lexicographically as follows: if and , then is called less than , in short, , if there exists an , such that and . For example,
. The position of in the lexicographical ordering of is defined to be the rank of , denoted by , i.e., is the number of all in with . Let be the number of elements in for which the first coordinates are . The rank of can be obtained by using (7) An alternative of Cover's enumeration scheme can be given by counting the number of elements in that have a lexicographic index higher than , the inverse rank of [7] . The inverse rank of can be obtained by using (8) where , the complement of . The algorithms (7) and (8) implement the decoding operation, i.e., given the constrained sequence , find the corresponding lexicographic index in set . The inverse rank has the virtue that the same set of weight coefficients can be used for encoding and decoding [7] . We will now consider the inverse rank for enumerative decoding of DCRLL sequences.
Let denote a sequence of length in NRZI notation emanating from state and terminating in state of the graph . Note that . Let denote the number of trailing "zeros" of the subvector , i.e., . In this case, we do not perform an addition in (9).
B. Encoding
The encoding operation, i.e., given the inverse lexicographic index , , find the corresponding , is described by the following algorithm: 
C. Multiple State Coding
The ranking procedure can be generalized for a set of sequences of length that emanate from a common state, denoted by , and terminate in a state which is a member of a predefined set of states. Consider terminating states given by . Ranking of this set of sequences can be accomplished by (10) Equation (10) holds because the sets of sequences emanating from a common state and terminating in , are disjoint.
The enumerative technique described above enables the design of channel encoders and decoders of moderate complexity. Storage capacity is required for approximately nonzero weight coefficients. The storage capacity required for implementing the presented enumerative coding scheme for combined dc-free runlength-limited sequences is about the same as that required for implementing the enumerative coding scheme for pure dc-free sequences [1] .
D. Even Values of DSV
So far we have confined ourselves to DCRLL constraints having odd values of DSV. For even, a runlength graph can be derived from a Hankel-type adjacency matrix having states, and enumerative encoding and decoding algorithms are similar as described above. However, there may exist paths of even length and paths of odd length emanating from a state and terminating in a state of the corresponding runlength graph. Thus, storage capacity is required for approximately nonzero weight coefficients.
V. IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS
In the following, we will consider coding schemes which translate user information bits into codewords of an even length . Using the technique described in [10] , the code construction can be extended to odd codeword lengths. The ratio is called the code rate, and denotes the capacity. We will distinguish two separate coding schemes. In the first coding scheme, denoted by , we assume that all codewords emanate from a state and terminate in the same state of graph . We will call the state the principal state of the coding scheme . In the second coding scheme, denoted by , we assume that either of the codewords emanates from a state which is a member of the set of states and terminates in a state which is a member of the same set . We will call the set of principal states of the coding scheme . In both cases, transmission errors that may occur in the DCRLL channel sequence must be corrected before the decoding in order to prevent severe error propagation. In the case of coding scheme , transmission errors can cause catastrophic error propagation, which is why the encoder must regularly be forced into a predefined principal state.
A. Principal States and Feasible Code Rates
We will start by determining the principal state of coding scheme and the set of principal states of coding scheme that result in the maximum number of codewords. We will also investigate at what codeword lengths the code rate approaches the capacity of the DCRLL constraints to within a small value, say 1%, and we will determine feasible code rates for constraints of practical interest. Let denote the number of distinct sequences of length emanating from the state of . In a coding scheme that enables bit encoding, must be satisfied for all principal states of this scheme. For large can be approximated by where is the largest real root of the characteristic polynomial , denotes the identity matrix, and is a positive eigenvector of the matrix associated with eigenvalue 1, i.e., [1] . The number of distinct DCRLL sequences of length emanating from a state and terminating in a state of can hence be approximated by (11) (if even, else 0). The accuracy of this approximation has been computed for constraints of practical interest and codeword lengths , where the magnitude of vector has been evaluated numerically from the actual number of sequences of a certain length . In all the computed examples, approximation (11) was accurate to within 0.15%. Assuming equality in (11) , it follows that the principal state of coding scheme that results in maximum cardinality is associated with the maximum entry of vector . We define and . In coding scheme , we intend to determine the set of principal states so that the minimum number of valid codewords emanating from a state is maximum among all possible sets . Assuming equality in (11), it follows that this set is associated with:
The optimum set can be determined by starting with odd , and by iteratively removing the state associated with from this set. The procedure is then repeated starting with even . Finally, the optimum set is selected from the best subsets of and . The minimum number of valid codewords of length emanating from a state that is a member of the set of principal states can thus be approximated by . The rate of an implemented code is , and the capacity is given by . The difference between code rate and capacity is Examples of optimum principal state configurations are shown in Table I for coding scheme and in Table II interest a codeword length in the order of 500 bits is sufficient for achieving rate losses versus capacity of less than 1%. Also shown in Tables I and II are feasible code rates and  rate efficiencies, defined by , where we have assumed the optimum principal state configurations and the encoding of 256 bits. We see that 256 bit encoding using coding scheme results in rate efficiencies in the order of 98%. The rate efficiency can be further increased by using larger codeword lengths or, for fixed , by applying coding scheme . We add that the same code rates as in Tables I and II can often be achieved by using principal states other than the optimum configurations, for example, by using in coding scheme .
B. Weight Truncation
In order to enable the implementation of the presented DCRLL coding scheme, we will in the following express the weights in truncated radix-2 representation. Let denote one of the integer weights . An integer can be uniquely represented by a binary -tuple , where
. Let be the position of the leading "one" element or "most significant bit" of .
We define the -bit truncated representation of , denoted by , by
In words, is obtained from by leaving the most significant bits unchanged and setting all the other trailing bits to 0. The -bit truncated weight can be expressed in two-part radix-2 representation , where the integers and are called the mantissa and exponent of , respectively. Apparently, bits are required to express the mantissa . The number of bits required to express the exponent is in the order of . However, the exponents and of two weight coefficients of similar magnitude can usually be represented much more efficiently, for example, by using the difference . The capacity of the memory unit for the storage of the exponents of the weight coefficients is hence negligible compared with the storage capacity required for the mantissa. Therefore, the exponents of the weight coefficients will not be considered any further here.
When use is made of truncated weights, denoted by , recursion (6) 
results in
In the enumerative encoding and decoding algorithms, the truncated weights are used instead of the full-precision weights . The effect on the set of codewords will be that the highest ranking words of length will be recursively discarded from the set of all the lexicographically ordered DCRLL sequences.
Speaking in terms of runlengths, the effect of using truncated weights will be that short runs will occur more frequently than in the case of untruncated weights. As an illustrative example, Fig. 2 displays the accumulated runlength distributions of two constrained enumerative codes having a rate of and a rate efficiency of 98.1%, using either or bits to express the mantissa of the weights. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the accumulated runlength distribution of an ideal, "maxentropic" constrained sequence, i.e., in this case the code rate equals the capacity.
We will briefly consider the effect of using a truncated weight representation on the achievable code rates. We define as the minimum number of bits required to express the mantissa of the truncated weights, so that there is no rate loss as in the fullprecision scheme. Values of are collected in Tables I and  II for optimum principal state configurations. We see that for constraints and codeword lengths of practical interest, values of in the order of 8-10 are usually sufficient to avoid rate losses as in the full-precision scheme.
As shown in [6] , the mantissa of the truncated weights , will for increasing become (and remain) periodic. That is, for , there are integers and such that
We will call the period of the mantissa of and the preamble. The period of the weight coefficients is a Fig. 2 . Accumulated runlength distributions of two (2; 10; 15) constrained enumerative codes having a rate of 256=512 (obtained in computer simulations; solid, dashed) and the accumulated runlength distribution of the corresponding maxentropic sequence (obtained with the method developed by Kerpez et al. [9] , denoted by the dotted line). The step functions indicate the corresponding average runlengths.
function of the constraints and the number of bits used to express the mantissa of the weights. The preamble also depends on the set of principal states used for coding. By exploiting the periodicity of the weight coefficients, a significant saving in storage hardware can often be realized [6] . The ROM size required for the storage of the mantissa of the weight coefficients is approximately given by if odd if even (13) where . The factor in (13) is an immediate consequence of the structure of the runlength graph . We can see in Fig. 1 that , i.e., there is no need to store . In Tables I and II, useful upper bounds of the ROM size are presented in kilobyte (kB) units, where we assumed and . We can conclude that for many constraints of practical interest the presented enumerative coding technique can be implemented by using a ROM of at most 5 kB for storing the mantissa of the weight coefficients. In many cases, the required ROM size is significantly lower than 5 kB.
C. Low-Frequency Suppression
Suppression of the low-frequency components is an essential performance criterion of DCRLL codes [1] . The PSD functions at the low-frequency end are depicted in Fig. 3 for several constrained coded sequences. Both axes of the power spectra in Fig. 3 have been normalized for a fixed-user bit rate, i.e., we consider . The dotted curve in Fig. 3 represents the PSD of a maxentropic constrained sequence. Maxentropic DCRLL sequences provide an upper bound in low-frequency suppression capability, given a certain constraint and code rate [11] . The solid and dashed curves in Fig. 3 represent the PSD functions of constrained sequences generated with the aid of the presented enumerative coding technique. These codes are based on construction using the principal state and have a rate of and a rate efficiency of 98.1%. The upper curve in Fig. 3 shows the PSD function of the coded sequence when the weights are expressed in radix-2 representation using bits to express the mantissa. Apparently the use of results in a loss of about 5 dB in low-frequency suppression relative to the maxentropic bound. When values of in the order Fig. 3 . Power spectra of several (2; 10; 15) constrained enumerative codes having a rate of 256=512 (obtained in computer simulations; solid, dashed) and power spectrum of the corresponding maxentropic sequence (evaluated using the method developed by Kerpez et al. [9] , denoted by the dotted line). of 10-12 or untruncated weights are used, the PSD function of the coded sequence approximates the maxentropic performance bound very closely, as can be seen in the lower solid and dashed curves in Fig. 3 . Similar behavior of the PSD function at the low-frequency end has been observed for constraints other than and for sets of principal states other than . We conclude that values of bits to express the mantissa of the truncated weights are suitable for obtaining a low-frequency suppression performance very close to the maxentropic bound.
We suppose that the loss in low-frequency suppression versus the maxentropic bound represented by the upper curve in Fig. 3 is a result of the runlength distribution, which, as shown in Fig. 2 , differs remarkably from the maxentropic runlength distribution. Given a certain constraint and value of , the loss in low-frequency suppression versus the maxentropic bound tends to become more pronounced with a decreasing DSV or with an increasing codeword length, as we observed in computer simulations. For , we never observed relevant losses in low-frequency suppression versus the maxentropic bound. The variance of the RDS, in short sum variance, is often used to characterize the low-frequency characteristic of dc-free sequences [1] . We would like to add that the constrained sequence associated with the upper curve in Fig. 3 exhibits a sum variance that is only about 2.5% larger than for a maxentropic constrained sequence, whereas from the low-frequency characteristic and the theory of maxentropic DCRLL sequences [11] , we would roughly expect additional 60%.
D. Performances of Implemented Codes
In the following, we will briefly assess the performances of several selected DCRLL codes with respect to their low-frequency suppression capabilities. In order to obtain a fair comparison of different DCRLL codes, both axes of the power spectra of these codes have been normalized for a fixed-user bit rate. As a performance criterion, we determine the PSD of the coded sequence at a small fraction of the user bit rate, for example, at . We will compare the low-frequency suppression capability of the coded sequence with the corresponding maxentropic performance bound. Fig. 4 displays the PSD versus a parameter called the extra redundancy for several dc-free constrained coded sequences. The extra redundancy has been defined in [11] as the difference between the capacity of the constraint, denoted by , and the rate of an implemented dc-free code satisfying this runlength constraint. The solid curve in Fig. 4 represents the maxentropic performance bound and the crosses indicate the low-frequency suppression performances of implemented codes. Four conventional codes are considered: the EFM code [1] applied in the CD player; EFMPlus [2] applied in the DVD system; and two other EFM alternatives described in [2] . These four codes all have finite values of DSV and satisfy the runlength constraint. The power spectra of these codes were evaluated in computer simulations [2] . A strategy for improving the EFMPlus low-frequency suppression performance by about 3 dB is presented in [2] . Fig. 4 also shows the low-frequency suppression performances for five DCRLL codes based on the presented enumerative coding technique. All of these five enumerative codes, denoted by EMC1-EMC5, have and they are based on construction . The design parameters of these codes are listed in Table III . EMC1 and EMC2 have code rates similar to those of EFMPlus. In low-frequency suppression performance, they outperform EFMPlus by about 15 dB. EMC3 and EMC4 have a low-frequency suppression performance similar to that of EFM. They achieve an 11%-12% increase in recording density relative to EFM, but require a rather large ROM for storing the mantissa of the weights. As an alternative, EMC5 achieves a gain of 5.35% in code rate relative to EFMPlus and it has a comparable low-frequency suppression capability.
By relaxing the constraint from to , we can achieve a 6.67% gain in code rate relative to EFMPlus by using EMC6. EMC6 is based on construction and its design parameters are given in Table III. EMC6 achieves dB. The size of the required ROM can be decreased from about 5 kB to about 2 kB by using instead of . The resulting code, denoted by EMC7, achieves dB.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an enumerative technique for encoding and decoding DCRLL sequences. The size of the full-precision weight set required for implementing the presented coding scheme is about the same as that required for implementing the enumerative coding scheme for pure dc-free sequences [1] . As the greater part of the electronics that implements the enumerative coding technique is taken up by the storage of the weight coefficients, this technique enables the design of channel encoders and decoders of moderate complexity. To enable the implementation of the proposed coding technique, we expressed the weight coefficients in finite-precision floating-point notation. We have shown that the presented enumerative coding technique can be used to encode and decode DCRLL sequences approaching the maxentropic performance bounds very closely in terms of code rate and low-frequency suppression capability. For channel constraints of practical interest, the hardware required for implementing such a quasi-maxentropic coding scheme consists mainly of a ROM of at most 5 kB. In many cases of practical relevance, the size of the required ROM is significantly lower.
